
LAZY SUSAN CORNER CABINET
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS NEEDED

1. Screwdriver

2. Wood Glue for Furniture (optional)
3. Rubber hammer (optional)
4. Power Drill (optional)
5. Bar clamp (optional)

STEP 1: BOX ASSEMBLY

1. Connect two face frame parts with screws as shown in the pictures
below.







2. Install cam lock metal clips on both parts of the frame as shown in
pictures below.



3. Attach metal brackets to both side panels. (Brackets should be added
to side opposite from the side where predrilled holes for cam locks are)
Please see the pictures below.



4. Attach side panels to the frame as shown in pictures below and
insert cam locks to predrilled holes. (When panels are connected tightly
with the face frame lock the cam locks by turning them clockwise)







5. Attach back panels to the side panels with L brackets.
See pictures below





6. Insert bottom panel and shelf with trays and attach them with
screws as shown in the pictures below.





7. Slide in the small back piece and attach it with screws
Pictures below



8. Attach the top corner support as shown in the pictures below







9. Attach toe kick plates with brackets and screws
Pictures below





10. Attach bottom corner supports as shown in the pictures below.







11. Turn the cabinet back on its “feets” and tighten the face frame
with remaining holes and screws.
Pictures below



STEP 2: ATTACH THE DOORS

1. Attach the hinges to the doors. Attach the metal magnetic holder part to
the door. (Pictures below)



2. Attach the doors with hinges to the cabinet as shown in the
pictures below.
To attach the hinges to the cabinets use pre drilled holes on the side panel.
The second part of the magnetic holder needs to be attached to the face
frame.







CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU JUST ASSEMBLED THE BASE LAZY SUSAN CORNER
CABINET

For any additional information please contact our customer support at 928-288-0078 or send
us an email to info@manakitchens.com


